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I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper summarizes four tutorial lectures on lln«ar electron accelerators 
whirh were presented at this Workshop: 

1. "Electron Linaes for T'tV Colliders'' (P. B. Wilton) 
2 "Emittance and Damping Rings" (P. M, Morton) 
3. "Wake Fields: Bask Concepts" (R. K. Cooper) 
4. "Wake Field Effects in Mnacs" (K. L. P. Bane) 
The first of these lectures was intended to introduce the general require

ments for electron linaes capable of delivering beams for 'Vviy high energy linear 
colliders. Material from this lecture is presented in the next three sections 
Section II introduces the basic scaling relations for important linear collider 
design parameters. In Sec. Ill some basic concepts concerning the design of 
.-..federating structures are presented, and breakdown limitations are discussed. 
In Sec. IV RF power sources are considered. 

The tact that two or the four lectures were concerned with wake fields rind 
their effects emphasizes the import-nee of this topic for high nnergy collider 
design. Several tutorial papers which give extensive coverage to wake field con
cepts and wake field effects have IJIISP published recently. No attempt will hi1 

made to duplicate this material here Some key concepts will be. discussed, and 
some examples of wake fields for typical 'inac structures will be presented in 
Sec. V. The reader is referred to the referenced literature for further study. The 
importance ofemittar.ee in linear collider design Is also underscored by the seal' 
ing relations in Sec. II. Some general concepts concerning omittance, and the 
limitations on the emittance that can be obtained from I Inac guns and damping 
rings are discussed in See. VI. 

In connection with Lectures 3 and 4, computer generated movies were shown 
at the Workshop whten illustrated how wake fields arise as an electron bunch 
move* through typical structures, and how these wake fields in 'urn act an the 
bunch to produce omittance growth. Viewing such movies greatly enhances ones 
physical understanding of wake fields and their effects, but unfortunately this 
process cannot be reproduced on the printed page. 

Finally, the author takes full responsibility for the manner in which the 
material presented by the other three lecturers has been condensed, summarized, 
or rearranged, and for all omissions and errors. 
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n . SCALING RELATIONS FOR LINEAR COLLIDERS 

A. B E A M - B E A M PARAMETERS 

Three parameters which characterize the Interaction between two colliding 
bunches in a linear collider are the luminosity t , the disruption D and the beam-
strahlung 6. In the following, head-on coliisiona between tri-gauseian bunches 
are assumed. The possibility of 6at bunches crossing at a slight angle in the 
horizontal plane will be taken Into account. The expressions given here for the 
three beam-beam parameters in the "classical" regime are taken from Refs. 1 
and 2, where a more detailed discussion and additional references can be found. 

LUMINOSITY 

The luminosity (in c m " ! s e c - 1 ) times the cross section (in cin J ) gives the 
event rate (per second) for any physical process taking place in the colliding 
bunches. Along with the beam energy, It is a primary design parameter for a 
linear collider. Assume identical e 4 e ~ linaca, each with energy £o — c^o = 
Time1, pulsed at a repetition rate / and producing trains of b bunches per linac 
pulse. The luminosity is given by 

N*bfHD N*bHHD 

4™*<TV 47T«„ (/J,0») / S 

Here PI is the number of particles per bunch, ot and oz = Rar are the bunch 
height and bunch width (at the Interaction point, unless otherwise indicated), 
c n = 7£x = 7E y is the normalized emittance (assumed equal for each dimension), 
and 0V and j)x are the vertical and horizontal beta functions given by the optics or 
the final focus system. If the disruption parameter is sufficiently large, the beams 
will pinch together as they pass through each other, producing an enhancement 
in the luminosity by a factor Ho. In practical units the luminosity is given by 

,bm))' 

DISRUPTION 

The focussing effect produced by one beam acting on the particles in the 
other beam depends on the disruption parameter. 

2r 0 N a. 
D - TTTIXZ-Ji • ( 2«) 

Here at is the rms bunch length and ro the classical electron radius. Each 
beam acts like a lens with focal length at/D for particles near the axis in the 
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opposing beam (if D & 1). For large values of D, the beams act like a plasma 
during the interaction, with the number of transverse plasma oscillations given3 

approximately by ( D / 1 0 ) 1 ^ . In practical units, the disruption parameter can 
be expressed as 

D = m9_{ / v ( l O ' V , ( m m ) 1 
1 + K \ ^ ( T e V J I ^ m ) ! 1 / ' * ' 

The luminosity enhancement a& ', function of D must be computed by a 
simulation. Results from simulations made to date differ somewhat in the maxi
mum value of the enhancement Hp that can be obtained, and in the rate of rise 
of Hp as a function D near D =» 1. Holtebeek3 obtains a maximum enhancement 
ratio in the range five to six for D > 1.5. Fawley and Lee* find a maximum 
enhancement in the range three to four at D > 3. Some representative results 
from these two simulations are given in Table I below. For a fiat beam with 
large aspect ratio, the enhancement ratio is given approximately by the square 
root of the round beam result. For intermediate values of the aspect ratio, the 
enhancement can be estimated from 5 

Table I 
Luminosity Enhancement as a Function of D 

D < 0.2 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 3 5 

Hollebeek 
Ho (round) 
UD (flat) 
Fawley fc L<;e 
HQ (round) 
HD (flat) 

1.0 
1.0 

1.0 
1.0 

1.4 
1.2 

1.0 
1.0 

3.6 
1.9 

1.5 
1.2 

5.2 
2.3 

2.2 
1.5 

5.6 
2.4 

2.6 
1.6 

5.9 
2.4 

3.1 
1.8 

6.0 
2.5 

3.4 
1.8 



BEAMSTRAHLVNG 

We turn next to a consideration of the bcamstrahlung parameter 6. As the 
colliding bunches pass through each other, the particles in one bunch art de
flected by the fields in the opposing bunch. This transverse acceleration products 
synchrotron radiation, called beamstrahlung in this c asc. The beamstrahlunc 
parameter 6 is the average energy loss per particle, divided by the incident en
ergy, calculated after the beams have separated. From the point of view of the 
physical processes occurring during the interaction between bunches, the rela
tive energy loss in the center of mass system, dj'l, is of more concern. The rms 
energy spread in the center of mass system may be somewhat less than 6/2. 
Thus it is now conventional to take 6 = 0.3 as acceptable in collider design. 
However, it is well to remember that bcamstrahlung is best studied by calcu
lating the actual distribution function for the energy loss, and this can only be 
done by a simulation in most cases of intereat. The analytic expressions for 6 
which follow are, however, useful for sealing. 

The expression for beamstrahlung in the classical regime (this term will 
be defined later) for two colliding tri-gaussian bunches has been calculated by 
Bassetti and Gygi-Hanney:6 

where F(R) is a rather complicated function (see also Ref. 1) such that F(1) --
0.22 and F(R >> 1} - 0.91. Within a few percent, F(lt) is approximated by 

F{R) » 0.22 (rh) 
In the above calculation it was assumed that the particle trajectories do not 
change as the hunches collide. If the disruption parameter is large enough 
to cause the bunches l<o pinch, we would expect the beanutrahlung as well 
as the luminosity to be enhanced. This enhancement can be taken into account, 
at least approximately, by multiplying the preceding expression by HQ- A more 
exact beamstrahlung enhancement ratio can only be obtained by a simulation. 
In practical units Eq. (4a) becomes 

Scl * 1.0 * I 0 - 3 [ { LJl U u.l ' \ uD , ( 4 i r ) 
\ l + K / \ a, (mm) K ( M m ) l ' J l ' 

The classical synchrotron radiation spectrum for a relativist^ electron mov
ing in a uniform magnetic field B peaks up near the critical photon energy 
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hwe — 3hi2cB/2mc, However, when kwt > "rmc1, one photoh at the critical 
energy would have to carry morr than the entire energy of the electron which 
emits it, and consequently the c lasskai calculation of synchrotron radiation can 
no longer be valid. Define a scaling parameter T by 

Bc = - - - — r = 4.4 x 10 1 3 G , en T„ * c 

Here * c is the Complon wavelength divided by 1-n. FOT T <C 1 the classical 
calculation of the energy loss by synchrotron radiation is valid, while for T £ ] 
quantum effects, which act to reduce the energy of the emitted photons, must 
be taken into account. The modification of the synchrotron radiation spectrum 
by these quantum effects is summarized in Rcfs. 7 and 6. The rate at which 
an electron radiates energy in the quantum regime is reduced compared to the 
classical radiation rate. This reduction factor, f/?, is plotted in Fig. 1 as a 
function of T. 

u ' n* i 

Fig. 1. Beams Iran lung reduction factor as a 
function of the soiling parameter T defined 
inEq . ( r.). 

An exact analytic calculation of the bearnstrahlung parameter for gaussian 
bunch»s in the quantum regime is difficult, and in any case a simulation must be 
tarried out. if the bunches pinch significantly. KoweveT, ft rough approximation 
for scaling purposes is useful. We first compute the average value of T for a fiat 
beam. Assume the actual gaussian bunch can be modeled by a uniform particle 
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particle distribution of width y/2*oz, half-height at < <r, and length y/2*ot. . 
Allowing an additional factor of 1/2 for averaging in the vertical direction, the 
average value of the magnetic field becomes 

B - eJV eJV 
'io%vt 2Rattr, 

For ft round beam we approximate the bunch by a uniform particle distribution 
of length -Jlitat and radius 2er = 2oy. Using a factor of 2/3 for the average 
field in the radial direction gives 

S = eJV cN 
3y/2iro¥o, Aovot 

Thus for any aspect ratio it is reasonable to approximate the average magnetic 
Held by 

eN 

Restituting in Rq. (5), 

B ft 

T w 

2(1 1- R)oyot 

r0 XtlM 
2(1 + n)atot ' 

where r 0 * { = 1.09 x 10"" cm2. In practical units 

1.1 /. 10"3 

1 + rt 
A'(1010) £?0(TeV) 
a, (mm) av (̂ m) 

(6) 

(7a) 

(7b) 

Note from Fig. 1 that in the quantum regime Hr is given by 0.556 T" 4 / 3 . Using 
this together with Eqs. (2b), (4t>) and (7b), 

11/3 
6Q * 6etH-( *= 1.4x10"' ^ U , (8) 

valid in the regime T £ 10. From Eqs. (2b) and (4b) we also have 

SQ as $.6 "el 
ol (°™) 1 1/3 

(9) 
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B. BEAM POWER AND WALL PLUG POWER 

The three beam-beam parameters discussed in the previous section depend 
only on the beam properties at the interaction point and the beam dynamics 
during the collision. A fourth parameter which is also independent of the accel
erating linac is the beam power Pt =bJN Ea. For scaling purposes It is useful 
to introduce a normalizing voltage, current and power given by 

Vn = mc'/e = e/ro = fcSli MV 

U = 4sV„/Zq = M/T, = 17.04 kA 

Pn = InVn . « V o « 8.71 x 109 W , 

•/here Z0 - 3770 is the impedance or Free space. Thus 

p>= k = (?) 6/"7 • (10) 

Of direct practical interest is the total "wall plug" power Fn required by 
each iinac in a collider. The wall plug power does depend on the properties of the 
accelerating structure. It is relateJ to the beam power by PQt m Pj/(»?r/')iVt)i 
or in practical units 

F«(MW) * ! ^ l i r _ [ff(lO , 0)£„(TcV)/(Hi)] . (11) 

Here rj r f is the efficiency for the conversion of ac power into rf power, rj, la 
ii structure efficiency which takes into account the Tact that some rf energy 
is dissipated in the structure walls during filling, and rjj is the fraction of 
the energy stored in the structure whicl is removed per bunch, in Sec, III A 
it is shown that a reasonable value for the net efficiency rjrff}, is, assuming 
some future technological improvements in the production of high peak power 
RF, i7ryrj, = 0.5. The single bunch efficiency is discussed below. 

C. SINGLE Bt'NOI EFFICIENCY AN!) ENERGY SPREAD 

For sc^!:rs; purposes, we assume that each bunch in a train b bunches long 
accelerated »iu"idg 'me RF pulse has equal charge and extracts the same fraction 
of the energy stored in the accelerating .structure. If there are, for example, eight 
bunches and earn bunch extract 1% of the stored energy, then this approximation 
is rather poor unless the bunch-to-bunch beam loading is compensated by one of 
several possible :rvLhods. As one example, the first bunch can be injected into 
a traveling wave section before :t is romplctely filled, and the spacing between 



bunches adjusted so that the energy added to the section between bunches just 
compensates for the bunch-to-biinch energy sag. In the following we assume this, 
is done. The efficiency for energy extraction by a single bunch is 

rib '• —(j— • ilZ) 

where G is the accelerating gradient and fcj is a structure constant given by 

k\ = -7- = T j • l 3 ) 
4u A1 

Here u is the stored energy per unit length, A is the wavelength, and Co is a 
constant independent of wavelength which depend only on the structure geom
etry. For the SLAC disk-loaded structure, C0 = 2.1 x 10" V-m/C. It varies 
approximately as a/A, where a is the diameter of the iris opening 9. Substituting 
Eq. (13) into Eq. (12), 

4eNC0 JV( l0 1 0 ) 
m = ~W = U A A*(cm)C(MV7S) • ( 1 4 0 ) 

This can also be written in Gaussian units for a linac of length L as 

4TOCJ.NL r 0JV , t , 
A "j. A G ' 

where C = i,/L,kl =0.21 cm * and C^ = *,'AJ = 23.2 for ihe SLAC structure. 
The single bunch energy spread is derived from the current distribution and 

the longitudinal wake potential, as described in Sec. V D. For a given accelerating 
structure and current distribution (e.g., gaussian), it is a function only of t7 r/A, 
rjt and 8, where 0 is the angle of the center or the bunch with respect to the crest 
of the accelerating wave. For the SLAC disk-loaded structure, the maximum 
value of rjfr for a 1% and 2% single bunch energy spread (defined to include 90% 
of the bunch current) is given 1 0 in Table II bolow for several values of c»/A. 
The angle 8 ahead of crest has been chosen to minimize the energy spread. 
The effective accelerating gradient is reduced with respect to the peak unloaded 
gradient, both because the bunch 'IE off crest and because there is a decelerating 
wake field within the bunch. The reduction factor in the gradient is given in tl e 
last column. The bottom row in the table shows that a very large single bunc'.i 
efficiency can be reached if the bunch length is chosen so that shape of the bunth 
•wake is approximately the inverse of the crest of the accelerating wave, as has 
been proposed at Novosibirsk.1 1 

9 
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Table II 
Maximum rjt, for 1% and 2% Energy Spread 

14 {%) 9 o E/ £o 
a,/A 1% 2% 1% 2% 1% 2% 

.005 2.3 3.2 29 45 0.85 0.66 
01 3.5 6.6 14 3,9 0.94 0.71 
.02 - 6.5 - 8 - 0.94 
.01 - := 25 - 6 - 0.80 

1>. EMITTANCE G R O W T H 

Assuming a simple two-particle model for the bunch, several effects can cause 
the leading particle to drive the amplitude of the transverse oscillations of the 
tail particle as the bunch moves along the accelerator. To get a feel for scaling of 
emiltance growth, consider the simplest case of a uniform machine with constant 
beta function, constant energy, and an offset i 0 ' n the leading particle at the 
beginning of the accelerator. From the results in Sec. VC, the amplitude of the 
oscillation of the tail particle at distance L, divided by the transverse size of the 
beam at the end of the machine, is 

where W\ is the dipole wake at the tail particle due to the leading particle. In 
Gaussian units, Wt =; 2 x 10 s m~ 3 for the SLAC estructurc with <r,/A es .01. For 
a structure with constant geometry a r>d fixed cr./A, Wj acales as Wx = C^'/A3, 
where C\ - 315 for the SLAC structure geometry. Using this in Eq. (15a) and 
substituting ?j from F.q, ( l ib ) , we obtain 

Ax, C,'m l'0l\1/2 /*o\ „ - M 

•7T * lag? (Z) (T) • ( 1 5 6 ) 

It is important to recall that the dipole wake constant C[ depends on Doth the 
structure geometry and bunch length. Details are given in Sec. V. 

A more realistic example assumes uniform acceleration from injection energy 
70 to -;/, with a beta function which varies as 0 = 0Q ( f / l o ) 1 ' ' - Assume also 
that the accelerator consists of M sections which are misaligned with an rms 
error d in transverse position. The he growth in amplitude of the tail particle 
in the two particle model ia then given by i a 
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±3 = I roNW (*-)Vt ' . (16) 

Note that, in spite of the more complex assumptions, this result is still very 
similar to the simple scaling leading to Eq. (15a). 

A third result has been obtained assuming uniform acceleration and constant 
beta function. Assume also a focussing lattice with a 90° phase advance per cell, 
with M focussing quadrupoles which jitter in transverse position with an rms 
displacement d. For this case the dirplacement of the trailing bunch grows to 
an amplitude13 

As, = r o ^ /J_y/ ' ^ 

Magnet misalignment » seen to Impose a stricter limitation than accelerator 
section misalignment. For a 90 s lattice the number of magnets is M = AL/it0. 
Introducing also the gradient G' = dtfdz, the preceding expression becomes 

As, m _ p > ™ ^ # { m ) 

By introducing an energy spread within the bunch (Landau damping), the 
omittance growth due to the dipole wake can be greatly reduced.lA In Sec. VC 
it is shown that, for the simple case of a uniform structure having constant 
energy and beta function with an initial offset xo, the growth in the transverse 
oscillation amplitude of the tail particle is reduced by a factor 

JT/J 
2L(Ap/p) 

Thus Eq. (15a) becomes 

"/ 8( 7e„)" a(Ap/p) 

(18) 

(19) 

Landau damping is seen to be very effective in reducing emittance growth due 
to injection errors. It may be less effective in reducing the effect of alignment 
errors and magnet jitter, but detailed calculations remain to be done. 
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E. DESIGN STRATEGY FOR LINEAR COLLIDERS 

Baaed on the relations summarized wi the preceding sections, there are a 
number of ways to approach the design of a linear collider. We first assume that 
the energy, desired luminosity and allowable beamstrahlung are fixed. To carry 
this process further, some expressions which combine some of the preceding basic 
relations are useful. From Eqs. (lb) and (11), 

m«P«(MW) _ __ , \bfRo>[pm) - 0,87 -
l/J 

where i j ( o t = 6>bn>/n, * Pb/Pae- A reasonable upper value for n t oj is 0.15 
(assuming qr/>?« = 0.5, bty, ss 0.3). It Is dear that the number of bunches, the 
repetition rate and the beam area J?<rJ should be chosen as low as possible to 
keep the AC power down. However, the constraint imposed by beamstrahlung 
must also be considered. F/om Eqs. (lb) and (4b), 

In order to get a high luminosity in the classical beamstrahlung regime, wc sec 
that, in contrast to the requirement set by Eq. (20) a large number of bunches 
and a high repetition frequency is desirable, as is a long bunch length. Since at 

- {o1jX)\, this also implies a long RF wavelength. However, the aspect ratio R 
can be increased to allow reduced values of b, f and A. In the quantum regime, 
the equivalent expression ;s, using Eq. (9) in Eq. (21a), 

*<"*"> = lo.io-•» ( i ± * V , bfR (216) 

It ip seen that, contrary to the classical case, a short bunch length is helpful. 
A final set of scaling relations is informative. Squaring Eq. (2D) and dividing 

by Eqs. (21a) and (21b), we obtain 

6ttHxPJ (MW) . / R y a? (Ann) 
El (TeV) t (103 1) ~ \1 + RJ ^ c , H ' X ' 

£o(TeV)£(!0«) " 3 - 0 ' 1 0 \ \ + R) HD

 K } 
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Suppose Bo -•* 6 TcV, 6 = 0.3, C = 10", Pat =• 100 MW, and r/ l oJ = 0.15 
(/•j = IS MW). The two expression above then give 

tfr (mm) V fi / 

<2 : oj (jim) <r, (mm) as 3.8 x 10~ 9 HD 

for the classical and quantum regimes respectively. Suppose at ss I03cf„. Then 
in the classical and quantum regimes ay us 3 x 10" 7 /im and 1.5 x ]0" 3 (im, 
respectively. In both rases, one is forced to extremely small bunch dimensions. 

When the hunch length has been chesen, the scale of the collider design has 
been set. Since at = (o,/A)A, and since e,/A cannot be chosen arbitrarily, the 
choice of bunch length is equivalent to a choice of operating wavelength. From 
Eqs. (22) the transverse dimension av is now fixed (wc have to guess initially 
whether we are in the classical or quantum regime, or else iterate on TL, in 
Eq. (22a). From Eq. (20) the product bJR i» now fixed. U would be reasonable 
to choose / «- 180 or 360. Some flexibility then remains in choosing b and II. 
The remaining quantities N, D, HD, and T are now readily calculated, and all 
parameters can be checked for consistency. It is left to the reader to continue 
this program for E0 = 5 TeV, £, = 1 0 M c m _ ! and F o c = 100 MW. It will be 
seen that For reasonable values of b, f and R, T > 1 and the parameters are 
pushed into the quantum regime. 

m . ACCELERATING STRUCTURES 

A. STRUCTURE DESIGN 

In this section wc review a few basic expressions related to the design of 
traveling wave accelerating structures. Consider a periodic structure consisting 
of identical coupled cells with an RF feed at one end. For such a "constant 
impedance" structure, ihe group velocity vt and attenuation per unit length are 
uniform along the length of the structure. The accelerating field is attenuated 
by a factor e - T along a structure of length t, where 

and Tj = tfvt is the filling time. Thus for a given r, the filling time varies 
as w - a / J . The structure efficiency,«;», is defined as the ratio V 3 {r) /V 2 (0) , where 
V[T) is the actual voltage delivered by the structure and V(Q) is the voltage that 
would be obtained if the attenuation were zero. An input RF pulse with peak 

m 
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power P0 ami length T) is assumed. Because of attenuation the energy per 
pulse required to reach a given accelerating gradient is increased by l / f j ( . The 
structure efficiency is given by 1 5 

Vi = \—~) • (*0 

This function is plotted in Fig. 2. The efficiency is seen to approach 100% as 
T -> 0. On thn other hand, *-he peak ItF power required per unit length is 

T ^ T / ( r ) ' 
(25) . ^ . 

f{r) = 5 (1 - O * = ~ • t \ \ . 

! • V 
Fig. 2. Structure efficiency 17, and * 
normalised peak power per unit length 
Pn - Pvl&t, as a function of the 
attenuation parameter T. - ••••<" ,w • '••.••xr^v 

L 

F 

Here r is the shunt impedanc. per unit length and C — Vjl is the average 
accelerating gradient. Thus 100% efficiency (r —• 0) implies both zero filling 
time and infinite peak power. The function / ( T ) has & minimum al r - 1.26, 
with f(1.26) -- 1.23, as shown in Fig. 2. Al this minimum, however, the efficiency 
is only 32%. By decreasing r to 0.5, the efficiency is increased to 62% (almost 
double), while the peak power is increased by only 3296. Thus r «* 0.5 gives a 
reasonable compromise between efficiency and peak power requirement. For the 
SLAC structure T ~ 0.57 and 77, = 5856. 

Present-day high power pulsed klystrons operate with a conversion efficiency 
of 45-55%. The efficiency for conversion of AC to DC pulsed power (modula
tor efficiency) is 80-90%. It is difficult to predict how much these efficiencies 
might be improved by future technological advances. A Lasertron 1 6 RF source 
operating directly from a DC power supply might, for example, achieve an 
efficiency on the order of 75%. Together with a structure efficiency of 65% 
(r = 0.45), this gives a possible net efficiency rj r/jj, = 50%. An additional 
structure parameter :s the JOSF parameter per unit length, 

G2 

4u 
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where u >B the irtored energy per unit length. The factor of four comes from 
the fact that the loss parameter was originally defined by U = fcjfl*, where u is 
the energy deposited in the accelerating mode per unit length by a point charge 
passing through a structure originally empty of energy. For a simple pillbox 
cavity of length g, the parameter *i is given by 

sin 3? 

We see from this expression, and directly from Eq. (26), that At ~ w a. For ; 
SLAC type disk loaded structure with r = 0.5 and period >/3, 

0.20x10" n v ,„„. 
X2 (m) 9 - m C - m 

The SLAC structure doesn't do quite an well as a chain of simple pillboxes 
because of the finite disk thickness and field fringing in the disk aperture. 

It is important to note that the value of k\ depends strongly on the ra
dius a of the disk aperture. This is shown in Fig. 3 for the SLAC structure. 
Approximately, Jfei — a" 1 for a/A as 0.1. 

3 1 

Fig. 3. Structure parameter k\ as a function of beam aperture radius 
Tor the average cell in the SLAC disk-loaded structure (A. = 10.5 cm, 
a = 1.163 cm and ( = 0.584 cm). 
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B. PEAK POWER REQUIREMENT 

The filling time of a typical disk loaded accelerating structure with r = 0.5 
will be 0.7 /w at A = 10 cm [see Eq. (23)]. We can therefore write 

Tf[na) -= 22 jA (tm)) 1' 1 . (28o) 

The average energy per unit length required from a power source 

(J_\ _ _C?_ _ A* (cm) G* (MV/m) 

for the same structure. The peak powsr requirement iB 

* , „ W M , , £ . A"W O(MV/..)) m 

Results from Eqs, (29) are plotted in Fig. 4 far wavelengths from 1 mm to 10 cm 
and accelerating gradients from 50 to 500 MV/m. 

Fig. 4. Filling time and peat power per unit length as a function of 
wavelength for a typical disk-loaded structure with r = 0.5. 

ia 

(286) 
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C. LIMITS ON ACCELERATING GRADIENT 

Several tiTects can impose limitations on the RF fields in an accelerating 
structure. The easiest to calculate and understand in simple physical te ,,:s is 
surface heating. The power per unit area absorbed by a surface with su: ar.e. 
resistance R, is 

Pa = \ R. H> = i G» g , (29) 

where H is the peak magnetic field and Z, = G/II ia an impedance defined by 
the geometry of the structure. For a typical disk-loaded structure, Z, =s 400fl. 
In terms of the power per unit area and the p-ilse length, Tp, the temperature 
rise is 

- = £ DTV 
1/3 

where K is the thermal conductivity, D = KjC,p is the thermal diffusivity, C, 
is the specific heat and p the density. Substituting for Pa from Eq. (29), 

If Tp is set equal to the filling time (which scales are u 3 ^ 5 ) , and since R, ~ 
u? 1/ 3 , then G — ullB. Putting in typical numbers at A — 10 cm for copper 
(Z, = 400 0 , R, = .014 P, K - 3.8 W/cm- £ ,K, D = 1.1 cm 2 / s ) , and assuming 
also that the puli" length is equal to a typical filling time Tp ;s 0.7 ^is, then 
the gradient required to raise the surface to the melting point is G K 1 GeV/m. 
This model breaks down at A ss 30 fan, when the diffusion distance {DTf)1^ 
is on the order of the skin depth. Under this condition the filling time is about 
5 ps and the gradient is ahoul 2.€ GeV/m. For still shorter wavelengths, the 
temperature rise is determined only by the specific heat per unit volume, giving 

A T — P — P 

PCS ~ Kb 

where 6 is the skin depth. Substituting for Pa from Eq. (29), 

° - * my • 
where ZQ = 377fl. In this regime, G scales as w 1 ' 4 . Another limit is obviously 
encountered when the filling time becomes comparable to one rf cycle, Tj w X/c. 
At this limit a veloeity-of-light wave travels a distance equal to the skin depth 
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in one filling time. Again scaling as A3 ! from Tp - Tj es 0.7 /ia at A =• 10 cm, 
wc find 6 ^ cTj at \ a; 0.02 ^m. The gradient is on the order of 15 GcV/m, 
and the filling time i s 6 x 1CT17 sec. 

Tim variation of gradient with wavelength due to surface heating is plotted 
for the different regimes in Fig. 5. A further discussion is given in the report of 
the Near Field Group, in these Proceedings. 

The elecuk field limitations on gradient are less amendable to calculation. 
We expect the gradient limit to be a function of both frequency and pulse leneth. 
The well-known Kilpatrick criterion' 7 predicts for CW or very long RF pulses, 

Eb (MV/m] =* 25 | / (GHz) l , / 2 . (32) 

for frequencies greater than a few GHz. Here Et presumably can be taken as 
the peak field EF at ths surface of an accelerating structure, where typical'y 
G^0.5EP. 

The variation in breakdown field with pulse length is also not a precisely 
determined function. Some da t a 1 5 at 2856 MHz on the power flow at breakdown 
in a resonant ring, used at SLAC to test klystron windows, are fit by 

^ - ^ h s S p } • (33) 

Combining Ecjs. (S2) and (33), for verj short pulses 

Eh ~ U," 3 T;S/* . (34) 

If the pulse length is equal to the filling time, and again assuming the filling 
time scales as w - 3 ^ , then Et -- w 7 '*. 

Two measurements have been made on breakdown in short resonant sections 
of disk-loaded structure near 3 GIJz. Loew an d Wang 2 0 at SLAC reached a peax 
surface field of 250 MV/m without breakdown at 2856 MHz for a pulse length of 
about 1.5 (is. Equations (32} and (33) predict a breakdown field of 215 MV/m. 
Tanabe 2 1 working at 2997 MHz, reports a peak field of about 240 MV/rn at 
a pulse length of 4 (is, with some surface damage due to breakdown. If we 
use Eqa. (33) and (34) to scale these two results to a filling time of 0.7 /is at 

(1 The data can also be fil Vy a (i+conat/X,, ) variation. This scaling with Tp ii in agreement 
with the behavior for DC pulses.1 9 However, the enhancement factor over the Kilpatrick 
limit at 5-bind u then only a factor of three, which U inconeistent with experimental 
measurement*,1 0 , 3 1 If the Tp' variation is accepted, then the electric field breakdoOT 
limit plotted in Fil- 5 varies as u 1 instead of iu''*. 
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3 GHz, we obtain 310 MV/m for the Locw and Wang measurement, with no 
breakdown, and 350 MV/m for the Tanabe measurement, with breakdown and 
surface damage. As a calibration point on our plot of breakdown field ver-ua 
wavelength, we therefore take 160 MV/m (assuming G es Ep/2) at X = 10 cm. 
This in plotted in Fig, 5. 

I 0 J \02 I 0 1 10° 10"' Iff2 Iff3 ICT* I0" 5 

WAVELENGTH tmml %,<ixi 

Fig. 5. Limitations on gradient o-s a function of wavelength due to electric 
field breakdown and surface heating in a SLAC-type disk-loaded structure. 

IV . R F P O W E R S O U R C E S 

A. G E N E R A L REMARKS 

From Fig. 4 we see that a collider linac operating at a gradient of (for exam
ple) 100 MV/m requires a peak power of 300 MW/m at A = 10 cm and a peak 
power of 100 MW/m at A = 1 cm. The pulse lengths for the two cases arc about 
700 na and 20 ns, respectively. The required peak power can be generated either 
by external microwave tubes, or by a high current driving beam which can be 
external or internal to the accelerating structure. Further, the required peak 
power can be generated directly by the source at a pulse length equal to the 
filling time or alternatively at a lower peak power level and longer pulse length, 
followed by some pulse compression technique to raise the peak power to the 
required level. These alternatives are considered in the following sections. 

RF sources which might be suitable for linear colliders are discussed in a 
recent review by Granatstein 5 2 . Sources which have produced peak power levels 
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on the order of 100 MW in the wavelength range 1-10 cm are: virtual cath
ode oscillators (Viicators), backward wave oscillators, magnetrons, gyrotrons, 
klystrons and free electron lasers. Oscillators, however, are not suitable as 
sources to drive a collider. Many amplifiers with good phase stability, driven 
from a common source, will be required. This reduces the possible sources to 
klystrons, gyrotron amplifiers (gyioklystrons), FEL's and possibly some type of 
crossed Geld amplifier. The latter device is a dark horse and will not be con
sidered further. FEL'a and other possible two-beam accelerators are considered 
briefly In Sec. IV D. 

B. KLYSTRONS AND GYROKLYSTRONS 

For many yeaxB, klystron have been the RF source of choice for the highest 
peak power at wavelengths on the order of 10 cm. In 1970 a klystron was 
designed at X = 9 cm to produce a peak power of 1 GW at Tf = 15 n s . ? 3 

However, the tube failed before it could be tested at full output power. Recently, 
a klystron has been designed at SLAC to produce 150 MW at X = 10.5 cm at 
a pulse length of 1 (is. This lube has now achieved 2 4 the design output power 
with an efficiency of 55%. 

We have noted that a peak power of 300 MW/m is needed to reach an 
interesting accelerating gradient (100 MV/m) at A = 10 cm. Also, It would be 
desirable to reduce the number of sources by spacing them further apart than 
1 m. Furthermore, the optimum operating wavelength for a linear collider will 
almost certainly be shorter than 10 cm. It is difficult to specify a precise scaling 
law for the variation of peak power output of a klystron with wavelength, but 
almost certainly it will decrease more rapidly than the X1!2 requirement given 
by Eq. (28c). We conclude that some form of pulse compression will be needed if 
kiystrons are used as an RF source for a linear colliders. If so, a premium will be 
placed en efficiency and reliability, rather than on peak power, assuming that a 
power level in the range 50-100 MW can be attained at the desired wavelength. 

Gy roklystro.i are inherently capable of operating at shorter wavelengths than 
klystrons. For a collider operating in the wavelength range at or below 3 cm, 
a gyroklystron will probably be the RF source of choice (excluding for the mo
ment two-bean: concepts). Granatstein' 5 has recently reviewed the capabilities 
of high peak power gyroklystrons. A design calculation has been made for a 
gyroklystron capable of delivering 300 MW at 9 GH2. This source would power 
two meters of typical structure at & gradient of 100 MV/m. 

C. LA5ERTRON R F SOURCE 

In recent years a new possibility for a high efficiency RF source ha3 been 
the subject of increasing interest - the L^scrtron. Figure 6 shows a schematic 
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Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of a Lasertron RF power source. 

diagram of this devke. A laser beam, pulse modulated at the desired RF fre
quency, is incident on a pholocalhode. Electron bunches, each a small fraction 
of the RF period in length, are emitted by the cathode, accelerated to high 
voltage and passed through the gap of an RF cavity. If the RF voltage across 
(he output gap is about equal to the DC beam voltage, each bunch is brought 
nearly to rest by the RF field in U-.a gap, thereby converting DC to RF energy 
with very high efficiency. A further interesting feature of this device is that it 
can in principle by operated directly from a DC power source, eliminating the 
inefficiency associated with a pulse modulator. The laser-driven photocathode 
acts, in essence, as a switch operating at microwave frequencies, capable of the 
direct production of inicrowavc power from a DC source. 

Expermental work is currently underway on the Lasertron in Japan 1 6 and at 
SL.AC1*. At BLAC, a proof of principle test is underway to produce a Lasertron 
with a peak output power of 35 MW. Numerical simulations 2 7 indicate that an 
efficiency exceeding 70% is possible if a double output gap composed of two 
magnetically coupled output cavities is used. It is foreseen that peak power 
levels of IQQ MW oi more can be produced at a "wavelength on the order of 
10 cm, It is not so clear, however, whether this device can be scaled to produce 
high peak output power at substantially shorter wavelengths. Simulations are 
buing carried out at SLAC to explore this possibility. 

D. PULSE COMPRESSION 

From the results of the preceding two section, It is seen that the direct 
generation of peak power level on the order of 300 MW/m by microwave tubes 
will be difficult, especially at shorter wavelengths, ft should be emphasized 
again that it is also highly desirable to reduce the total number of RF sources 
by producing the required power level per meter from sources spaced at less 
frequent intervals. Thun some form of pulse compression and power splitting will 
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almost certainly be required 'or a v C r j long collider operating at a high gradient. 
Suppose we require a gradient of 150 MV/m at a wavelength of 3.5 em. From 
Fig. 4, this implies a peak power of about 400 MW/m. A filling time of about 
125 /is is required. Suppose power sources are available capable of generating 
100 MW for 1 ys. !f the peak power can be multiplied by a factor of ti^ht and 
split two ways, ea'li source is then capable of feeding two meters of Structure 
(assuming the pulse compression can be carried out with an efficiency close 
to 100%). 

vaf , D, = <n, Di'Vt &3'T| 

S) iE r & - G r 4 P. 

i.r^iHr^U 
n r 4 p < 

L«4P. 
.a) 

— ST, 

e p.n 

~> r-Tr 

r "Lili nn 
tc ; u 

Fig. 7. (a) Diagram illustrating the pulse compressions method 
of Z. D. Farkas; :* (b) amplitude and relative phs^e of the RF 
powor at the indicated points. 

Figure 7a shows a method irvented by Z. D. Farkas 1 B for providing the 
desired pulse compression. Two RF power sources, S] and 5g, have a pulse 
length equal to eight time th^ structure filling time Tj. D\, P j and D$ are delay 
lines having, respectively, de!ays of 4Tf, 27 / and Tf. H\, Ht and Hj are so-
called 3db hybrids. If power is applied at either input terminal of such a device 
(terminal 1 or terminal 2 of Hl for example), half the power appears at each 
output terminal (terminals 3 and 4 of JJ}). There is, however, a 90* phase shift 
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between terminals 1 '/.nd 4 and between terminals 2 and 3. Thus, if the phase 
difference between t'»e waves incident at terminal 1 and 2 is ±90°, it is readily 
seen by supposition that the combined power will appear at either terminal 3 or 
4, depending on the sign of the phase di.Terence. By changing the relative phase 
between the two input terminals by 180°, the power can therefore be switched 
from one output terminal to the other. By pulse coding the low power phase 
shifters <fo and tj>% correctly in each of ihe eight time olots in the incident pulse, 
this switching is carried out in the hybrid Hi, /fj and H3 at increasing power 
levels and reduced pulse lengths. The process is illustrated in Fig. 7b, where the 
relative phase and power level is shown for the points indicated. The process 
can be extended, in principle, to any desired power multiplication by a factor of 
2 n . Of course, the delay lines must not introduce significant attenuation. They 
can be either superconducting or over-moded room temperature copper pipes. 

E. T W O - B E A M AND WAKE FIELD ACCELERATORS 

The energy per unit length required to produce an intense accelerating 
field can be produced by a variety of means other than by conventional ex
ternal microwave power sources. An intense driving bunch, with appropri
ately shaped current distribution, can be injected on the ^xis of the acceler
ating structure ahead of the bunch to be accelerated (the collinear wake field 
accelerator). 2 9 A hollow ring-shaped driving bunch, which produces inwardly 
propagating wake fields in a suitable structure, can be usul (the Voss-Weiland 
wake field accelerator). 3 0 ' 3 1 

A low energy, high current beam moving in an external circuit parallel to 
the accelerating structure can be sent through a series of wigglers to generate 
the required RF power . 3 2 , 3 3 The energy lost by the driving beam is made up 
periodically by induction units. In addition to an FEL of this type, in which the 
parallel driving beam interacts with the transverse component of the RF licld, 
a two-beam accelerator in which the driving beam interacts with a longitudinal 
RF field is also possible. In this device 3 4 a bunched beam, possibly produced 
by a laser-modulated photocathode, passes periodically through klystron-type 
cavities which extract a portion of the beam energy. The energy ioss can again 
be rnade up by induction units. The disadvantage of this type of two-beam 
accelerator, in contrast to the FEL, is that the transverse dimensions of the RF 
interaction region must be comparable to the RF wavelength. 

V. W A K E F I E L D S 

A, DELTA FUNCTION WAKE POTENTIALS 

The delta function wake H'(r) is tin,- potential seen by a test charge follow
ing »t a distance CT behind a point unit charge passing 'hrough a component or 
structure. Both the tcs! charge and the unit driving charge are usually assumed 
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to be travelling on pan del paths at the speed t .' light. The wake potential is then 
cau8.il, such that W(z) = 0 Tor r < 2 The instantaneous forccit experienced by 
the test charge in response to the complex pattern of "wake fields" excited in even 
a simple structure are not usually of interest. What matters is the integrated 
force, or total potential seen by the test charge on passing through an entire 
component, or through one peril d Oi a periodic structure. The potential may 
be either longitudinal or transverse. 

The theory underlying the wake potential description has been extensively 
developed in recent years. The analytic de 'elopnient i? somewhat complex, with 
many subtleties. We give here only a few 'esults of use in scaling wake field 
effects for relativistic particles in typical accelerating structures. The reader is 
referred to Refs. 35-38 for a more corr.pletc exposition. 

The longitudinal wake field for the nth mode excUed by a point charge q 
at radius rq and atimuthal angle $ —• 0 in a cylindrica.lly symmetric periodic 
structure is given by 

E , ( r ,* , r ] = -2qkn ( - ) ( - ) cos m<f> cos V„T . (35) 

Iferc a is the minimum wall radius of the structure (the disk hole radius), m 
gives the azimuthal dcpiimlenci; of the mode and 

*„ - T^ . (36) 

where u„ is the stored em-rgy per unit length and Eon is the longitudinal syn
chronous field component i t radius r - a. The delta function wake potential 
for the nth mode is now defined w the field per unit charge and per unit offset 
in both r-q and r at anglr O •- 0. Thu* 

I ' t ' u l ' l 

£ • - . 

The wake potential cm .ilbo be defined as the potential per coll of the structure, 
rather th*\n per unit length. In ihi.s ciie E a n and u„ in Eq. (36) are replaced by 
E„ap and unp. -vhp.-e p is th? p'j-iodic length. Note that the longitudinal wake 
for azimuthally jymm;tr.-' :rn 0) modes is independent of the radial positions 
of both the driving charge and the trailing test charge. 

(37) 
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To find the total wake poten
tial behind a point charge for a 
given value of m, one must in 
principle sum over a)! possible 
modes supported by the struc
ture with symmetry cosmijl, 

*M r) - -avZ 12 kn C08W"T • 
n - l 

(38) 
In practice a finite number of 
modes are calculated by mi ap
propriate computer code, find an 
"analytic extension" is Added to 
take care of the modus with fre
quencies above the limit of the 
calculation, The analytic exten
sion is based on the fact that at 
sufficiently high frequencies the 
impedance (dfe/riw) can be shown 
to vary as w - 3 / ' for typical accel
erating structures, 

The wake obtained by Bumming 
ove- 416 modes for the SLAC 
structure is shown by the dashed 
curve in Fig. 8 for 0 iO ps. Add
ing on an analytic extension gives 
the solid curve. The fundamen
tal (accelerating) mode is also 
shown for comparison. Note that 
the total wake at r = 0 is about 
a factor of six greater than that 
given by the fundamental mode 
alone. The wake out to 300 ps is 
shown in Fig. 9. 

If Fig. 8 shows the wake seen by a 
trailing test charge, one can ask 
what potential is seen by the 
driving (point) charge itself. It 
is easy to show 3 5 from conserva
tion of energy that the potential 
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Fig. 8. Longitudinal wake potential per cell 
for the average cell in the SLAC disk-loaded 
structure in the range 0-10 pa, 
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acting on the driving charge is jusl orw-lialf of the wake potential seen by a test 
chargp following an infiriitcsirn.il distance behind. Tims for the SLAC structure 
a point pjcocoui «nb of charge experiences a retarding potential of 4 V per cell. 

The transvr ',r wake field is also of ureal interest for collider design. It is 
given, a&ain for a single mode- in a ryliiutncally symmetric periodic structure, 
by 

£i [ r ,c i , r) - 2qm ( , " - ) ( ) [ "M f r cos >ni)i •- r£siii m<£j sinw nT , 

(30) 
where r and ^ we unit vrctors. Here eFt[ given the; total transverse force acting 
on the trailing pa'ticlo. The deli?, function wak.« potential is now di.'uud by 

... , , 2mkne . 

and 

Ej. _ 7 ^ ' j ( r ) ' " , n ' f * ( r c o ! m # ' ^ s i n m ^ . 

For the important case of the dipole [nt — l) modes, the deflection field varies 
linearly with ine offset of th>. k-ading charge and is uniform across the entire 
aperture of the slructurf behind the leading charge. Note that the wake poten
tials WI and Wj_ are scalar function of r only. Wc see also that the longitudinal 
and transverse wake fields are related by 

'—'• - -eVLEt . (41) 

The total delta-function wake potential is again obtained by summing over 
many modes and adding an analytic extension as described in Ref. 35, Results 
for the dipole mode for the SI.AC structure are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. Note 
that, in contrast to the longitudinal wake, the dipole waka (and all transverse 
wake potentials) starts at zero at time r - 0 and rises to a first maximum at 
a distance behind the driving charge which is comparable to the iris aperture 
radiua. At long discances behind the driving charge, the total wake is given by 
a beating of the wa.es. due to t^..; two or ihree lowest frequency modes. The 
period cf the resulting semi-regi)|a> oscillation is substantially that of the lowest 
frequency mode. 
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Fig. 10. Dipole wake potential per 
cell for the average cell in the SLAC 
disk-loaded structure in the range 0-
100 ps. 
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Fig. 11. Dipole wake potential per cell 
for the SLAC structure in the range 
0-2000 ps. The period of the lowest 
frequency dipole mode is 235 ps. 

From Eq. (36) it is seen that kn ~ w 3 . Thus from Eqs. (37) and (40) the 
wake potentials per unit length scale as 

W? ~ ujlm+1> , m > 0 

WV > n 
(12) 

m > 0 

The wake potentials per cell of a periodic structure scale as one power lower 
than above. The horizontal time axes in Figs. 8-11 also scale, of course, in 
proportion to the wavelength-

The above scaling is for a constant geometry such that all dimensions vary 
in proportion to wavelength. The case in which only the disk hole radius is 
varied for a structure of fixed frequency is also of interest. This scaling has been 
investigated for the SLAC structure by K. Bane 3 9 . The intercept at T = 0 for 
the longitudinal wake is found to vary as 

W,{0) ~ -1.7 (43a) 
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The time at which the longitudinal wake falls to one-half of its value at r = 0 is 
given by 

cr , / j ss ,09 a . (436) 

The amplitude of the first maximum of the dipole wake is found to vary with 
beam aperture radius as 

W.f'm) ~ a " " 5 , (43c) 

where the value of r„ varies as 

c r m & O.C5o . (43d) 

The initial slope of the dipole wake for r < < r„ varies ns 

dm _ 3 i S 

At (43c) 

Finally, a note about dimensions. In the scaling relations developed in Sec. 
II, it was found to be convenient to use cgs-Gaussian units. The wake potentials 
in cgs units are readily obtained from the potential in mks units by multiplying 
by 4irc 0. Thus the m =• 0 longitudinal wake potential per unit length, with 
dimension Vj[C-m) in mks units, h is dimensions 1/m 2 (or 1/cm 2) in Gaussian 
units. We have, in general, for the wake potential per unit length 

mks G aussian 

m = 0 w* v_ 
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B. W A K E POTENTIALS FOR CHARGE DISTRIBUTIONS 

The delta-function wake fields or wake potentials for a point charge, dis
cussed in the previous section, can be used as Green's functions to compute tne 
longitudinal and transverse potentials in an arbitrary charge distribution I(i). 
Thus Tor the important case of the longitudinal accelerating mode, the single 
bunch beam loading potential at time ( wiihin the bunch is given by 

W) = J w,[t- 1/(0* (44) 

If this expression is divided by the charge, the potential in the bunch per unit 
charge per unit length (or the potential per discrete component) is obtained. 
This integrated potential, or bunch potential, is sometimes also called the wake 
potential. It is unfortunate that the terms "wake potential" and "wake field" 
are used to refer to several different quantities. The reader is cautioned to check 
tin: precise meaning of these terms in each case. 

The integrated wake potential for the SLAC structure is shown in Fig, 12 
Tor three different bunch lengths. The total energy gain of a particle at time t 
in the distribution in than obtain by a superposition of the single bunch beam 
loading potential per unii length, given by Eq. (44), and the RF accelerating 
field produced by the external RF source: 

• r. r. 
E{t) = G cos[uil - 0) - Eb{t) . 

(15) 
Here G is the unloaded peak ac
celerating gradient and 0 is the 
phase angle by which the bunch 
center leads the crest of the ac
celerating wave. The total energy 
spread within the bunch can be 
minimized by adjusting 8, as de
scribed previously, 

An additional parameter of inter
est is the total loss parameter, fc(0(, 
given by 

Fig. 12. Beam loading gradient within 
a single bunch for the SLAC disk-loaded 
structure. Gaussian bunches of 10 1 0 par
ticles, centered at t — 0, are assumed. 

CO 

I(t)Eb{t)dt (46) 
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If Et(t) is the integrated wake due to a single normal mode, it can be shown 
that, for a gaussian bunch, 

*(oi(n) = kne-u"<2 , (47) 

where c =• Oi}t. If Eb(t) is the integrated wake due to all modes, then 

kte, = B(a)fci , (48) 

where ki is the loss parameter for the fundamental mode alone and B(a) is the 
beam loading enhancement factor. This function ia plotted in Fig. 13 for the 
SLAC structure. 

I 2 
B lJNf ' l l E N 0 T H V (Pnirl 

Fig. 13. Single bunch beam loading enhance
ment factor as a function of bunch length 
for the SLAC structure. 

Functions similar to those defined in Eqs. (44) and (46) for the m — 0 case 
can be constructed using the transverse delta function wake potential Wi( r ) . 
The integrated wake potentials for m = 0 and m = 1 are compared in Figs, 14 
and 15 for the SLAC structure for various bunch lengths*0. In these two figures, 
IV is the integrated wake per cell per unit charge. The dashed ond Boiid curves 
show agreement between the sum of modes method used to calculate the wake, 
as discussed here, and a direct time integration of Maxwell's equation computed 
by T. Weiland's code T B C I " . 
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dashed curves are results from a sum of modes. 
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Fig, 15. Transverse wake potential (m = 1) per cell for gaussian bunches in 
the SLAC structure. Solid curves give TBCI results and dashed curves are 
results from a sum of modes. 

c. Two PAHTICLE MODEL 

A simple model in which Uw bunch current distribution is approximated by 
two point charges, a leading (head) particle with charge qj2 and a following 
(tail) particle with charge qj% is very useful in estimating emittance growth 
due to dipole wake field effects in a linac. Consider the simplest case of a linac 
with constant energy and constant focussing strength Ac - 1/0, where 2x0 is the 
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wavelength of the hntalron oscillation in the focussing lattice. The equations or 
motion of the two ptirticlos (ire 

x," i A 5 1 , = 0 , (19<i) 

JC^'4 (<• + Ak)2x2 -• Cn , (496) 

where the subscripts 1 And 2 refer to the h«ad and tail particles respectively. 
Here the prime indicates dx/dz and C = e<jtV 1/2£ 0, where vV| is the dipolc 
wake potential at the position of the trailing charge. (The separation of the two 
charges can be approximately by 2<r,). There may also be an energy spread in 
the bunch due to the longitudinal wake, or to the slope of the RF wave if the 
bunch is placed Clf crest. This energy spread can be modelled in the two particle 
approximation hy an energy difference A£ between the particles, leading to a 
difference in focussing force Ak/k = $AEfEQ^ where £ is the chromaticity or 
the lattice (for a lattice with SO* phase shift per cell £ - - 4 / f ) - For the leading 
particle, the solution to Eq (49a) is 

J, = zi0e'kc , (50) 

where ii is a complex quantity giving the amplitude and phase of the oscillation 
at position «, and 5JO is the initial value at z — 0. If A t = 0, the tail particle 
obeys 

h - 2 W ^ £ , o < ' t J - (si) 

Here the first term represents a free betatron oscillation and the second term an 
oscillation driven by the head panicle. [f i J 0 = i m , the difference 
Ax = 2i - £ | , grows in Mnplitude as 

(52a) 
Ax 
*in 2^ 

eqWjz 
ikEQ 

In Gaussian unii st!i • is becomes 

Ax 
E 1 0 

= 
raNWi* 

4fcT 
(52ft) 

If there is an energy difference between the head and tail particle 
(Landau damping), the solution for z2 i s " 
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Again assuming 5ir. - x\<u the difference Ai -- ? a - i | , grows in amplitude as 

As has been pointed out 1 4, tin- ernittancc growth ia zoro if either 2 Aft ~ 2n»r or 
if C - 2fcA.£. This latttr ccmdil'tnn can he written, for a 90° lattice, 

±B - - W • ( » ) 

However, even in tin-, worst case the amplitude docs not, exceed C/feAfc, which 
becomes for a 90° lattice 

• - < : " i i - V ? • ( 5 6 

Jio 8A-A.E l ' 
The amplitude of the wake potential Wj can be determined from Fig- 10, 

at least approximately, by taking the wake potential at distance C» behind 
the bunch center. Thus for a 1 n m bunch in. the SLAC structure 
IV, = 0.8 V/pC/cell, or 2 * M 1 S V/C-m'. In Gaussian units this becomes 
VV, - 2 x 10 s/m a-

VI. EM1TTANCE 

A. GENERAL REMARKS 

The scaling laws in Her. II show that very small omittance beams will be 
required for future linear colliders operating in the energy range above 1 TeV. 
The normalized emiturice required for a 5 TirV machine, for example, IDIRht 
be on the order uf to ' 10 s ;T m-rad.'17. In this section some Vimttatiyns and 
expectations concerning the emittatire that can be obtained from linac injectors 
and damping rings will be briefly discussed. 

Linear optics and ernitlancr roncepts in beam transport systems and in 
circular machines have been discussed in sever rj tutorial papers,* 3 We arc con
cerned here with periodic linrar transport systems, and for this case a word of 
caution is in order. In a circular machine, the lattice functions («-(?., 0) arc truly 
periodic and can be defined by the characteristic.)* of the focussing lattice alone, 
even where no beam is present This is not the case Tor a linear transport sys
tem. Assume tl.a* the transport system consists of a finite number of identical 
cells. The initial beam ellipse in the phase plane at the entrance to the first cell 
must still be defined in order to define the initial values of the lattice functions. 
Alternatively, the values at the end of the last cell could also be defined by 
working back from the final focus. Expressed differently, the Concept of a heta 
function in a linca' collider is only in»ni"gfu', if the beam ellipse is defined at 
some location in the transport system. 
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B. EMtTTAHGB FROM GlIKS 

The omittance of a typical linac injector is for the most part dctc-mined 
by the omittance of the gun itself. Consider a point on the surface of a hot 
cathode. Electrons leving this point have a transverse momentum proportional 
to {KT}1^, where K is the BoUzmann constant. The transverse emUtancc is 
then proportional to this momentum times the radius of the cathode, or to the 
square root of the cathode area. For a fixed current density, the area is in turn 
proportional to the total current. Thus, It is reasonable to write 

<„ = ft « 1 x JO" «-fin if m-rad , (57) 

where f is the peak current in the bunch in amperes and U is tV: bunching Factor. 
This expression is also called the Lawson-Penner relation (.<ce, Tor example, 
Iter. 44), 

In addition to the transverse momentum due to the finite temperature of 
the cathode, other factors contribute to the beam omittance in. the gun region. 
Those factors include field fringing at grid and anode apertures, nonlinear forces 
in focussing lenses, and transverse RF fields which vary longitudinally over the 
bunch in the bunching region. A number of suggestions have been made For 
reducing or eliminating these deleterious effects, such as: removal of grids, very-
high Run voltages, tight focussing, bunching at high energy, usa of a cathode in 
which the omission In driven by a microwave field, and photocathodes in which 
the cmisxion is driven by a modulated laser beam. 

The normalized omittance for typical prosunt-day linaca at 00 A peak cath
ode current Is the range of 1-3 xl0"47rm-rad. It is expected that this can be 
reduced by a factor or ten or so in the case of a laser-driven ph jtneathode. The 
thermal limit lies still another order of magnitude lower. 

C. EMITTANCE FROM DAMPING JlINCS 

Low omittance storage rings ate of interest as synchrotron radiation sources, 
as beam recirculation devices for FELs, and as injectors far linear colliders. 
Assume first a ring with a lattice coiwisling of bonding magnets. if length I - pO, 
with a waist in the P function at the center or t-ach magnet ;md appropriate 
focussing elements between the magnets. Thr-n it can be sli a w n 1 t h a t the: 
minimum numalizoxt emittanec i» given by 

Cfl = 8.3 A ID"'* I s 0 3 J T m - r a d . (58aJ 
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The more conventional FODO lattice produces a considerably higher minimum 
normalized omittance, given by*" 

where Fm is the fraction of the ring filled by the magnets. From the standpoint 
of low emittance, therefore, a damping ring should consist of a largo number of 
very short bending magnets with a large bending radius. 

Ft is natural to ask whether there is a fundamental limit on the omittance 
that can be achieved using this strategy. It is clearly not productive to reduce 
the bending angle below the opening angle for synchrotron radiation. More 
precisely, it can be shown17 that Sn\n ** 6/-/. Using this in Eq. (S8fl), 

u ss 1.8 x 10""-r3fissra-r&d . (69) 

In addition to emittance, other factors must be considered In the design of 
a damping ring. For either lattice, the damping rate is given by<a 

[r(s«)J-' - 2.1 x 10-3 F„^(GaV)/p»(m) . (CO) 

Thus for a fast damping rate, required fot a collider with a high repetition rule, 
a small bending radius is desirable. This is in conflict with the requirement for 
low einittance and a compromise must be atiuck. 

The Touschek effect may limit tlie beam lifetime Is a storage ring designed for 
low omittance, and intrabcam scattering (multiple Touschek effect) may produce 
csnittance growth. In a damping ring the beam lifetime needs to bo only a Few 
damping times, and the limitation nil lifetime imposed by the Tousehck effect is 
normally not of concern, Intrabujim scattering, howerver, may impose a serious 
limitation on emittan«s. It is didicult to write a precise relation giving the 
scaling for this effect, but the threhold current at which significant omittance 
growth becomes observable incrcwo.- rapidly with increasing energy. Computer 
programs19 arc .iv/l ililr Tor caL uUiUiig beam lifetime limitations and omittance 
KnmUi due to iritrabnain scaitcriiift in storage rings designed for high brightness 
synchrotron radiation soiirtrs and fr'ELs. For these applications, normalized 
omittances on the ord<:r of 5 ' I0 f'jrm-rad have been achieved. This is a factor 
of six lower than the etnittanrc of the SLC damping ring at SLAC {(„ ' I x 10' S ) . 
For a 5 TeV collider, an ciiiiuance which » still lower by two or three orders of 
magnitude may te required, if<>«•<• V<,T, a serious effort to design damping rings 
capable of producing beam cmitt&nres of -.his order is only jttst beginnin; 
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